Results
Match No: 26

HUN 26 - 25 RUS
(14 - 13) (12 - 12)

Referees:
JURINOVIC Dalibor (CRO) / MRVICA Marko (CRO)

HUNGARY
Coach: GULYAS Istvan
Time outs: 2

Referees:
BOKA B (34) 20
SANTALOV D (34) 20
SANTALOV D (34) 20
KALARASH G (34) 20
KOSOROTOV S (34) 20
SANTALOV D (34) 20
KALARASH G (34) 20
KOSOROTOV S (34) 20

RUSSIA
Coach: KOKSHAROV Eduard
Time outs: 3

Referees:
BOKA B (34) 20
SANTALOV D (34) 20
KOSOROTOV S (34) 20
SANTALOV D (34) 20
KOSOROTOV S (34) 20
KOSOROTOV S (34) 20

Attacks

Team | All | Player Majority | Player Minority | Position Attacks | FB | Ind. FB | Team FB | TO |
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
HUN | 26/51 | 51 | 49 | 67 | 46 | 46 | 12 | 24 |
RUS | 25/52 | 48 | 47 | 60 | 50 | 23 | 67 | 19 |

Legend:
% Efficiency 2M 2 Minute Suspensions 6mC 6-metre Centre Shots 7m 7-metre Penalty Shots
9m 9-metre Shots BT Breakthroughs FB Fast Breaks FTO Fast Throw off
G/Att. Goals/Attacks Ind. Individual RC Red Cards TO Turnover
TP Time Played YC Yellow Cards

Attendance: 9.202
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